DIRECTION SOUTH-EAST:
PARCO ALTA VALLE PESIO E TANARO (I)
VALLEE DU ROYA (F)
CONTACT US FOR ROOMS RESERVATIONS IN ALL LODGES (FREE SERVICE)
We suggest you these trails from LIMONETTO along the border:
Four days / three nights
From Limone Piemonte railway station you can walk up to Tetto San Lorenzo in less than
2 hours or use the public bus service to Limonetto (ask for schedule) and then walk for
about 40 minutes.
Overnight in ARRUCADOR mountain lodge.
Long excursion along the italian-french border; you will see the ancient forts of Colle di
Tenda, built by the Italian Kingdom around 1860/1880 and, following one of the longest
military road in the Alps, the trail will lead you to Colla dei Signori, across a dry region
called 'Conca delle Carsene', a speleological site (7 hours).
Overnight in RIFUGIO DON BARBERA mountain hut.
Third day dedicated (in case of good weather conditions) to climb Punta Marguareis
(2651 m), the highest peak in the Ligurian Alps. (3 hours to go and return from the
lodge).
Fantastic view from the Alps to the sea (on clear days you can see Corsica).
Overnight in RIFUGIO DON BARBERA mountain hut.
Fourth day: a complete different landscape, a nice excursion through the upper Roya
Valley to reach La Brigue or Tende and the railway station (4/5 hours).
Five days / four nights (MARGUAREIS TOUR)
From Limone Piemonte railway station you can walk up to Tetto San Lorenzo in less than
2 hours or use the public bus service to Limonetto (ask for schedule) and then walk for
about 40 minutes.
Overnight in ARRUCADOR mountain lodge.
Long excursion along the italian-french border; you will see the ancient forts of Colle di
Tenda, built by the Italian Kingdom around 1860/1880 and, following one of the longest
military road in the Alps, the trail will lead you to Colla dei Signori, across a dry region
called 'Conca delle Carsene', a speleological site (7 hours).
Overnight in RIFUGIO DON BARBERA mountain hut.
Third day and a complete change of landscape, you now are on the southern side of the
Ligurian Alps; you will pass the tiny village of Carnino and climb the Passo delle Saline to
reach the Mongioie lodge with its typical tibetan bridge (5 hours).
Overnight in RIFUGIO MONGIOIE mountain hut
Fourth day along the northern side of Marguareis, with a stop in the upper Ellero Valley
for a good lunch at Rifugio Mondovì (5 hours) and then the last part of the walk (2,30
hours) to reach the famous Rifugio Garelli.
Overnight in RIFUGIO GARELLI mountain hut.
Fift day dedicated to the descent into the valley to reach Pian delle Gorre where you
can stop and have lunch while waiting for a taxi / bus to Chiusa Pesio and Cuneo (train
station)

